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AGI and MSA Announce Minerals Day Coming Up October 12
ALEXANDRIA and CHANTILLY, Va. — The American Geosciences Institute (AGI) and the Mineralogical Society of America
(MSA) are pleased to announce the launch of Minerals Day, taking place on Monday, October 12, 2020, during this year's Earth
Science Week celebration.
Minerals Day is being organized to raise awareness of and appreciation for minerals among the general public as well as students
and teachers of all ages and at all levels.
Earth Science Week 2020 — which celebrates the theme of "Earth Materials in Our Lives" with a host of educational resources
and activities focusing on the role of raw materials in the lives of individuals and in society — provides an ideal opportunity to
launch Minerals Day as part of this international celebration of the geosciences. Each year, Earth Science Week reaches millions
of people worldwide with information, activities, and opportunities promoting geoscience understanding and responsible
stewardship of the planet.
AGI and MSA currently are developing materials, organizing outreach, and collaborating with geoscience partners in government
agencies, professional associations, private corporations, and other groups — such as museums, libraries, and rock and mineral
clubs, to name just a few — to gear up for the October 12 premiere of Minerals Day.
"Minerals are essential to the world in which we live, as well as our understanding of geoscience," said AGI Interim Executive
Director Sharon Tahirkheli. "By working together, AGI and MSA hope to reach a broad community of students, teachers, and
partners and inspire interest in minerals and the role they play in our lives."
"Minerals Day activities will celebrate the beauty of minerals and highlight their uses in a wide range of products and
technologies," added MSA President Carol Frost. "Minerals Day will also promote the many different careers that are available to
experts in mineralogy."
At a time when families and educators alike are seeking new ways of providing young people with the education tools they need to
succeed, AGI and MSA are proud to join forces through Minerals Day in rallying the minerals, mining, and mineralogical studies
communities to help meet this challenge. In the coming weeks, look for a growing collection of Minerals Day information and
resources on the new Minerals Day page.
About AGI
The American Geosciences Institute (AGI) is a nonprofit federation of scientific and professional associations that represents over
a quarter-million geoscientists. Founded in 1948, AGI provides information services to geoscientists, serves as a voice of shared
interests in the profession, plays a major role in strengthening geoscience education, and strives to increase public awareness of the
vital role the geosciences play in society's use of resources, resiliency to natural hazards, and interaction with the environment.
Learn more about AGI.
About MSA
The Mineralogical Society of America (MSA) was founded in 1919 for the advancement of mineralogy, crystallography,
geochemistry, petrology, and promotion of their uses in other sciences, industry, and the arts. It encourages fundamental research
about natural materials; supports the teaching of mineralogical concepts and procedures; and attempts to raise the scientific
literacy of society with respect to issues involving mineralogy in the widest sense. The Society encourages the preservation of

mineral collections, displays, mineral localities, type minerals and scientific data. MSA represents the United States internationally
with regard to the science of mineralogy. Learn more about MSA.
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